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Do You See What God’s See’s
The Power of Cosmic Confirmation
Jer 1:4-10.
As we consider God’s vision for our individual and collective reality we now turn towards considering God’s vision of us which serves to affirm us and empower us to fulfill what God has shown or is showing us. I contend that it is the unique symbiosis of our acceptance/belief of God’s vision of us and our corresponding behavior (in light of that vision) that can prepare and propel us towards reaching our potential and fulfilling divine vision.
The Vision keeps us Focused
(what is in front of me)

The Voice keeps us Faithful
(what has to be working on the inside of me)
God’s Vision/Cosmic Confirmation is far beyond whatever we can imagine about ourselves.
(intentional, intimate and intricate nature of God’s love and desire)

Before you were conceived you were cosmically confirmed.
(Name and Claim)
Richard Williams composed multiple plans ranging from 75 pgs. to 86 pgs. to 120 pgs before they were born. Detailing exactly what his children would become!
Like Jeremiah many of us can struggle with God’s unique vision of us.

Like Jeremiah we too can believe that we are not enough, don’t have enough, too old, too young etc..

However, God also engages us at certain points because we are more receptive than at other times. (Abram and Sarah, David, Mary the Mother of Jesus).
God will not our lack of vision or lack of acceptance of God’s vision to hinder God’s plan for us.

God’s name is on the line

For as the rain and the snow come down from heaven, and do not return there until they have watered the earth, making it bring forth and sprout, giving seed to the sower and bread to the eater,

so shall my word be that goes out from my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I purpose, and succeed in the thing for which I sent it. Isa 55:10-11 (NIV).

God will give us the needed insurance and assurance of divine power and presence to fulfill the vision.

You won’t live past 30, you’ll be disabled your whole life. You’ll never have kids. I was looking around the room like, ‘I don’t know who he’s talking to cause that’s not my story.”
God will extend to us a special and specific touch to empower and equip us for the fulfilling of the vision.
God will uniquely position us to do exactly what God confirmed, ordained and purposed us to do!
I am a child of light, wisdom and vision. I have everything within me to bring forth that which honor God, build my people and strengthen my faith.

I have a future full of hope, peace and power. I will increase in my knowledge, I will increase in my creativity, I will increase in my understanding. *D.Durr 2019*